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ABSTRACT
The first section of this paper deals with the

question of whether. Piaget is a developmental or a learning theorist;
the second section relates Piaget's research findings and
developmental theory to a sequence of curriculum units in
mathematics. It is suggested that Piaget makes no distinction between
learning and development of cognitive structures, as he presents
little information about specific 'variables which account for
learning. The practical application of Piaget's research findings,
however, is viewed as e: ' of providing more assessment information
to the teacher concerning the intellectual functioning of children
than the popularly used intelligence tests. Suggestions are made for
nmploying Piaget's findings in the e.assroom in order to incorporate
a sequence of curricular materials and appropriate units of
curriculum based on the child's level of intellectual operations.
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In attematIng to answer the question is Piaget a developmental or learning

theorist this article will be divided into two Parts. The first part will

deal wItn this question as stated. The second part will analyze Piarlet's

develormeta theory and its contribietIon to learning in today's schools.

Piaget has been characterized by his collaborator. Barbel Inh9lder as "a

-1
zoologist by training, an episterologist cv voc3tion, and logician by method."

This triple orient.tion biological, eolstemological, and logiccmathematical cn

has to be kept !n mind v.Nen confror%irg Pleget's ideas concerning the develop-

ment cf intelligence because they are continuously reflected in every aspect

cf his theories (Inhelder 1953-54).

Cn a generll theoretical level, Pieget characterizes intelliyerce as an

adaptive p-cress. Cocritive development is seen by Piaget as evolving from a

child's continuous interaction with his environ,,,ent. The process whereby the

organism 3jCD:5 the environment to biologic systems already in existence, Piaget

calls "ass:-..ilation." In this process cf assimilation, the organism inwardly

organizes t'-e environment or its perception of the environment to its own bio-

logical syste-s. The methods hich involve the outward adaption of the organism

to the e-vi-o-7!-: Piaget calls "accomoca-.icn." In the process of accomodation,

the c7;3nis- '3'.j tests itself to environmente: experiences or external reality.

At all levels of piologic aztivity, the crganisn is constantly both assimilating

and acr.cm,edtirg.

For Piaget, a2aotion invoives the establisning of an "equilibrium" between the

organ's- G^.2 t enviro-ment. Ike process of achieving equilibrium is an active

ore. ThnfrF! cognitiv,- Cev:!!cr,7m,lt as spcn by Piaget, evolves from the

child's active Ht.".rAction 4i: his envirQh-lent where he is being molded, and
1
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in turn, is modifying his surroundings. Tne acquisition of knowledge by a

child is seem in terms of an emergent model with qualitatively different stages.

-ta eM-SA and period o

attainment or organization of mental operations. The attainment of one stage

provides the starting point for the next. Thus, mental development is viewed

as ongoing and evolutionary (Hunt, 1961).

According to Piaget, the order of the stages is constant; in that, attainment
I4

Of the first stage consistently precedes the formation of the second stage. 11g1

-1
All children will go through the stages in the same order, but the rate of move-

ment
<4,

will vary among children. The stage of intellectual development a child is

said to be in is defined by the most advanced performances of which he is capable.

For Piage:, the fundamental categories of experience in a child are developed

during tha sensory-motor stage. As transition is made from the sensory-motor

stage to t'e pre-operational stage, the former thought structures are Integrated

In the later structure (Brown, 1965).

From the preceding discussion, it is clearly evident that Piaget's theory

of intelligence is above all developmental in nature, At the core of Piaget's

develop-ental theory is the notion that the intellectual functioning of an in-

dividual is both quantitatively and qualitatively different at different stages

of life. As a develcp"ental theorist, Piaget has not been interested in indi-

vidual variatio s; rather, he has sought to formulate the common processes which

can be identified in children's thinking. Where Dewey emphasized "learning by

doing," Pia,et centered his interest on the "why" and "how" of a child's rea-

soning in finding a solution to a presented task. From the responses made by

children to presented tasks, Piaget and his associates have sought to impose

logic and structure in attempting to understand these responses.

4
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As a re4ult of Piaget's investigations employing anecdotal not empirical)

methods, he has proposed four major periods of Intellectual development related

sensory-motor intelligence (0-18 months), deals with the child's learning to

coordinate various perceptions and overt movements. The child during this period

learns to perform a wide variety of successful -esponses which result in prac-

tical satisfaction, but there is nothing approaching representational thought

during this period. The second major period, that of preoperational Intel- 40

ltgence (18 771ciths 7 years), is concerned with the child's acquisition of
el
0,language and L.rJerstanding of the sequence of events. The third period, that

of concrete operations (7-11 years), deals with the child's learning to organ-
la"
tpize and classify information and his capabilities in concrete problem solving.

The child during this period learns flexibility and the reversibility of thought

in action. The fourth period, that of formal operations (11 years and onward),

is concerned with the individual's developrent of highly abstract and formal

logical systems. At this stage, the Individual becomes capable of forming true

theories about the nature of the world and of utilizing hypothetical-d.ductive

reasoning 19&l). While Piaget has set down usual ages for each period of

development, he does not contend that these are absolutely fixed. In presenting

his develcp-er:al theory, Piaget simply holds that the periods are ordered, and

that they will in all cases succeed one another as described.

In csse-ce. Plaget ras given us a develop -ental picture of intelligence.

Piaget's rorec,vo', ra'Ket no distinction bet'.een learning and development

of cogritv'e struct:ires. The mind is seen as a dynamic system, with intellectual

develo:-e-t -1rKed by the progretsive disappearance of earlier systems of thought

In favor cf r.ew systers. He thus tends to say very little about the

Precise «do H which the various cognitive
structures actually becore established.
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d very little info:

account for learning. While a few researchers have provided findings to demon-

strate that t.la stage-dependent thought procetses are somewhat less neat and order-

ly than Piaget would like to believe, it must still be concluded that Piaget's

stages of cognitive operations have generally been confirmed by empirical

investigations.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Piaget's Cohtr;tut:on to Learning in the School

During the past half-century, Jean Piaget and his colleagues have integrated

logicoratheratical and psychological methods in attempting to find the common pro-

cesses which can be identifitd in children's thinking. This section w111 attempt

to relate the relevance of Piaget's research findings and apply his findings to

a sequence of curriculum units in mathematics based on his developmental theory.

While many erp;rically oriented psyciologists have criticized Piaget's lack of

experirent31 ,ophistication and his anecdotal approach uses to obtain the data

fry which he proposed his theory on the stages, sequences, and age norms of cog-

nitive develcp-ent in children, this reviewer is nevertheless of the opinion that

the practical application of his research findings are capable of providing myire

assest-e-t -cor-3tior to the teacher conctrning the intellectual functioning of

chillrer *hat do thc popularly used intelligence rests.

Piag-t's pevelopn.ental syste- e-phas!,:es different types of intellectual

funct at different points in the life scan; whereu, the popularl7 used

intellienze tests deal prit-arily ,pith content rather than functioning of the

Inte.)1,!ct. Most intelligence tests currently used assume that the indivival

imp-lves it c tasks i.e.( rernerberinl num6crs) from early childhood onward

and tea: the sa-e cperltions generally are manifested at all age

.10 0 1.4
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on a trial -and -error basis and not because they were representative of central

intellectual processes characteristic of various age levels. Added to the prior

noted shortcoming is the tendency of the intelligence tests to give equal credit

to children v.ho give the correct response to an arithmetical problem, even though

their processes of solution may have differed greatly. It may be readily concluded

from the afor.,..-.entioned weaknesses, that ellince tests proviee the classroom

teachers .itn relatively limited information for assessing a child's readiness to

profit fro-1 various educational experiences and to adjust his program of instruc-

tion accord:ngly.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Many of the shortcol-irgs of 1-1telligerce tests may be bridged by the classroom

teacher .,ho e-ploys Piaget's findings to incorporate a sequence of curricular

materials a'd appropriate units of curriculum based on the child's level of in-

tellectual operations. Piaget's system can be applied to the problems involved

In placi-g of specific content areas at appropriate grade levels and in determ-

ining the -ost appropriate ordering of materials within these areas. in order

to.der-o-strate the value of Piaget's research findings, this reviewer w7.11 provide

examples of eppropriate subject content for the teaching of numoer concepts.

If one uses Piaget.'s develop -e^tal system for a curricular sequence, the primary

aim In teac6I-g -Pcr concepts to children operating at the preoperational thought

level s6cJ1d be to develop their "keenness of perception." Perceptual tasks

would applied to an incre3sing number of characteristics of a single object as

well as to i^crea7;rg nu-Plr of objects, and their relationship to each other

(Kaya, 1;1,. Piaget's data on the preoperational level indicates that a child's

unders..1- '-3 of the con'.:rp!s "before a -'d after' or sequence of events has its

four,l)!'o- 11 his dey,,Inp-ntal period. Therefore, instruction In simple

itdditH- r -lire that the teacner supply the child with manipulative

V



materials using many of the child's sensory channels to r

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

to a etion. Another important aspect would be to create a variety of
situations ,qhere the number concepts gained might be perceived more readily, and
al;lied by the child using concrete materials (Stephens, 1966).

During the concrete thought level period, Piaget holds that the process of
organization and classification of information begins to occur in children at a
conscious level. A: in the preoperational period, children operating on the
concrete level are superior at solving problems of concrete nature in contrast
to the abstract. The best teaching method would encourage the student to interact
concretely as much as possible with the materials being mastered. The teacher
of a child operating on the concrete level would stress problem solving and the
development of urdeiltanding as a basis for the arithmetic program. In place of
rote learning that "2 2 4", the teacher would ask "why do two and two equal
four." In so doing, the instruction would aim at developing flexibility and
reversibility ir the thougnt prccesses of the child (Cawley 6 Goodman, 1969).

The maththatics program for a child operating on the concrete thought level would
r.oncentrate on teaching numbers as symbols appropriate for dealing with quantities.
The child at this level should to presented with opportunities to order varicf.s

guar.:it:es in a meaningful fashion; in order that, he may discover the relation-

.rnor; o..antities such as the "one-to-one
correspondence" with our number

system. Pia3.-:t's data irdicates that multiplication should be introduced into the
CUrriCo1..."1 3t tir.e. If multiplication is attempted earlier with a child
using p,eope-3ticral t'louvIt processes, he rrj not grasp the systematic nature
of multi2li:ajon unless it is retcught later (with greater difficulty). After
multiplic_it:;- is

Piaget's findirgs indicate that teaching of subt:lctio
shmul,_1 SU5tra:t!ln re-Wr_ tne g-o...ping of objects and cher removal of
some of

Accorii.1 to i'laget. the thought processes required it
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Subtraction are of a higher level than multiplication; therefore, the teaching

(Friedus, 1966).

*tem, ratt

The teaching tf division and fractions would follow subtraction. The best approach

for a teacher seeking to clarify the principles involved in fractions would

require that the student himself divide an object in to various combinations of

component parts. In addition, Piagetian theory maintains that one rf the basic

ways in which a child learns is through the cont:nuous interaction with his peers;

therefore, number problems using manipulative materials should be presented as

group projects enabling the student to pit his thought against those of others.

Likewise, the pupils should be encciira9ed to note the sinila:ities and differ-

ences in processes required for the computation of various arithmetical problems.

To sum up, in the stag' of ccncrete thought, such operations as ob!.ervation,

analysk, synthesis, and evaluation of real and observable variables need to

receive erphasis in the mathematics curriculum content.

The formal thought level is characterized by a shift in thinking from reality

to possibility. Rather than generalizing from observable variables to principles

and rules which are real, the child in this stage can think abstractly, formAlate

hypotheses, engage in deductive reasoning, and test his hypotheses to find out

If they are valid. At this stage of hypothetico-deductive reasoning a greet deal

of abstract -anipulation of .4ariables occurs. The mathematics curriculum con-

tent, therefore, should encourage the student infinding new problems and/or alter-

nate snlwtiphs. The formal operations stage is the most conducive to original

thinking. In creating and testing his r3theTatics problems, the child should be

given the greatest a-ount of intellectual freeJo.h to invent new and unfamiliar

relatirs (raya, ')61).
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e ibove three stages implies that a majority ofchildren will eventually go through all of these stages. However, individualdifferences among children will be observed in the rate of
development throughthese stages. it therefore

becomes the teacher's
responsibility to insure that

each child be provided with an individual
program if

instruction based on hisdevelopmental needs. This reviewer believes that the child's
d,velopmentalneeds can be hatter served utilizing the Piagetian system than the popularlyused

intelligence tests.
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